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G. Carter Miller

From: Joe Miller <Wegator@tampabay.rr.com>
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2019 3:18 PM

To: G. Carter Miller

Subject: Great Eastern Resort Withdraw

Dear Carter,

I am in receipt of the email regarding Great Eastern Resort Management intent to withdraw timeshare units, Of course

as a property owner I am very disturbed and concerned.

Unfortunately, I was unable to attend the meeting and work has kept me from responding earlier.

I commend you on establishing guidelines for public comment at the meetings. Being a retired government employee I

have worked for Cities and Counties Boards that have these guidelines in place.
It makes for a more controlled environment at meetings.

In regards to Great Eastern, I would hope that there is language in our recorded documents that protects the

association. If both parties interpretation is different, and cannot be resolve in a civil matter, I highly recommend that

Board approves moving forward with a lawsuit. Losing a substantial revenue source without another source of revenue

other than taxing the homeowners, is very critical.

It is imperative with the comments from the owners and the interpretation of the documents by the Board attorney,

that the Board develop a plan of actions. The plan needs to be communicated to the owners with priorities
established. In developing the action plan, there needs to be a dollar figure attached to each one, along with a funding

source.

Before the owners are taxed to make up any shortfall, all options need to be explored. It is important that owners are

kept informed especially if they are the ones to make up the difference.

Best regards,

Joe Miller

4847 Palmer Road

Massanutten



G. Carter Miller

From: John and Kimberly <aleknas@msn.com>
Sent: Saturday, July 27, 2019 6:18 PM

To: blnewell@verizon.net; goughconsultingl@gmaH.com; G. Carter Miller; blnewell@verizon.com
Subject: Short Term Ideas

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Flagged

Hello all,

I posted this on Nextdoor today after our meeting, and I wanted to be sure you see it to add to the ideas to be

submitted to our entire Board. These are things we can do right now to generate income and use as negotiating
tactics against GERM, Betty, I've sent this to you at verizon,net and verizon.corn as I'm not sure which is

correct. V

As far as the tickets at the Stop sign, I've been told that these don't ever holdup in court because the Stop signs
aren't supposed to be on both sides of the road, and Carter, I think you said something about the height ofthem.

Anyhow, that's an easy fix to correct and make it to where the tickets do hold up in court.

As far as the usage fee for Hopkins Park, the Arboretum, and the Overlook, ifGERM doesn't go for that idea,
close the areas off to their guests and write trespassing tickets for violators.

As far as the gate attendants' salaries, if GERM doesn't go for that, simply order our attendants not to give any

directions to the visitors and quit being helpful.

I think if this information is given to GERM to negotiate with; we might see they're willing to pay more than

they want to avoid the negative publicity. If not, implement each idea now. It's not to be mean and hateful but

to do what is needed to make our community not only survive but thrive! Fight fire with fire one might say!

Betty and Jana, please give this to Stan, Jeff, Zenaida, and the other Task Force member who wasn't at the

meetings. Thank you all for your time and effort, My submitted reply post on Nextdoor follows:

I agree to utilize our PD and write those tickets starting at the Stop sign at the gatehousel Also,
write the tickets for the speeding. Like you said and I have said, GERM doesn't want their guests

getting tickets. That brings bad publicity hence bad reviews hence gold star rating plummeting to

silver or bronze. Use the resources we have available right now to fight this battle. "Trim the fat" at the

PD but utilize our officers for OUR benefit. As far as stats, if I'm not mistaken, I think it was said at last

Saturday's Board Meeting that right now we have about $16000 that has come! will be coming from

those tickets already issued this year. We don't get the court costs but we get the actual fine money.
We're sitting on a gold mine if we just utilize it for MPOA and against GERM just by enforcing the law.

That is a short term solution we can use right now one GERM doesn't want and can do nothing
about if we are just enforcing the law. Perhaps that could be a major part in negotiations. No one

seems to be sure of the legality of charging tolls, etc.; however, a state recognized police department
can legally enforce the laws. Speeding and not stopping at Stop signs are laws. I don't know how

much the actual fines are, but it would definitely generate a large amount of money to our association.

Every day just look at how many GERM guests drive right past the Stop sign once they stop at the



window and get their directions from the attendant we pay! Another short term solution to negotiate-
-make GERM pay the gate attendants' salaries!

Another short term solution is to charge user fees for GERM guests coming to our pond, or

arboretum, or overlook. It would be hard to enforce at the actual sites, but make GERM pay us a user

fee on every timeshare they manage or own both inside and outside the gate--lets say maybe $15-
20?? per week per timeshare. This fee could be added to the all timeshare owners fees already and

that amount given to us to use our amenities. They already charge activity fees on top of the

maintenance fees, so why shouldn't we get a fee for the use of our amenities too. Again this fee

needs to be on ALL the timeshares they own or represent because all these people use our roads

and our amenities whether they're inside the gate or not.

These are all things we can negotiate and implement RIGHT NOW that will cost us nothing but the

price of getting our attorney putting it in the contract. I think we will find that GERM will be more willing
to cooperate some if they see we're not going to just roll over and give them what they want.

Next for the long term we need to seriously get involved and get our community incorporated into a

town to stop those things from happening the next time, and the next time, and the next time.... A

huge amount of money would be generated for the town through meals taxes, business taxes,
transient taxes, as well as real estate and personal property taxes if needed. Not only this, large
sums of money would come from state and federal levels for our roads as well as some grants for our

PD. I think we can do thisl

Thank you all,

Kimberly Aleknas



G. Carter Miller

From: Chris Colavito <chris.colavito@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2019 7:11 PM

To: G. Carter Miller

Cc: Christopher Colavito; Christopher Colavito

Subject: MPOA Cost Allocation and Assessment Fee Model

Attachments: MPOA Cost Allocation and Assement Fee Model 7-15-19.xlsx

Carter,

I spent the whole afternoon updating the attached model to reflect your 2019 budget and playing what ifs and came up

with the attached that I think can be the construct of a successful negotiating position with Great Eastern (GER). The

bottom line, as shown on the model, is we ask GER for a lump sum from the time shares they represent of $255,000 or

$460 per unit (554 units) which is a 25% reduction from the current $610 per unit and we ask GRE to keep their

developer contribution at $85,000. This would result in a required assessment of $710 per MPOA lot and the 175 Time

Share units under contract which is a 16% increase assuming you cannot cut costs and revenue is stable from all

amenities. This is much better than the alternative of very little if any revenue.

This model assumes GER time share units only pay 10% of the police costs and 20% of the maintenance costs which

seems to me to be a very reasonable allocation that they would be hard pressed to argue with. It also assumes that

MPOA keeps all the amenities revenue and costs which they are not entitled to.

Please call me to discuss this as soon as you can on 703 9807235

Regards,
Chris



Based on 2019 Budget of Revenues and Expenses

Property Owner Assessments

Assessment per Unit

Units paying assessments

Percentage of Units

Costs and Expenses

Maintenance

Less MPOA Trash Collection Costs

Net Maintenance costs

MPOA Maintenance Services

Police

Amenities, Other

Amenity, Miniature Golf

Rental

Amenity, Go-cart

Parks and Roads

Bungee

Bumper Cars

Sub total Expenses

Percentage of subtotal

General and Administrative

Total

$1,249,280

$610

2,048

$779,080

$145,000

$634,080

$6,310

$806,100

$115,600

$126,075

$187,600

$223,100

$128,800

$61,300

$2,486,415

100.00%

$53 0,335

Allocation Allocation

Base Factor

100% MPOA

80% MPOA 20% Time Share

100% MPOA

90% MPOA 10% Time Share

100% MPOA

100% MPOA

100% MPOA

100% MPOA

100% MPOA

100% MPOA

100% MPOA

Percent of subtotal costs

100%

80%

100%

90%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

91.66%



Total Costs $3,016,750

Revenues Offsetting Costs

Rental Commissions and fees $211,500 100% MPOA 100%

Miniature Golf fees $350,000 100% MPOA 100%

Go-cart fees $465,000 100% MPOA 100%

Bungee fees $100,000 100% MPOA 100%

Bumper carfees $150,000 100% MPOA 100%

MPOA Maintenance services fees $17,000 100% MPOA 100%

MPOA Trash collection $160,000 100% MPOA 100%

Developer Contribution $85,400 100% MPOA 100%

Amenity Income $98,000 100% MPOA 100%

Assessment penalties $20,000 100% MPOA 100%

Miscellaneous fees $33,950 100% MPOA 100%

A and ECC review fees $700 100% MPOA 100%

Disclosure packet sales $9,000 100% MPOA 100%

Total Revenus offsetting costs $1,700,550

Net costs and revenue $1,316,200

Units 2,048

Assessment per unit $642.68

Suggested Lump Sum Ask of Time Shares

Suggested Developer Contribution Ask

Assesment per time Share Unit



% Decrease

Resulting Assessment per MPOA Lot

% increase



Allocation Allocation

to MPOA

Lots and

Contracted Allocation to Time Share

Time Shares Factor Units

$804,590 $444,690

$610 $610

1,319 729

64.40% 35.60%

$145,000 0% $0

$507,264 20% $126,816

$6,310 0% $0

$725,490 10% $80,610

$115,600 0% $0

$126,075 0% $o

$187,600 0% $0

$223,100 0% $0

$128,800 0% $0

$61,300 0% $0

$52,450 0% $0

$2,278,989 $207,426 $2,486,415
91.66% 8.34%

$486,092 8.34% $44,243 $530,335



$2,765,081 $251,669

$211,500 0% $0

$350,000 0% $0

$465,000 0% $0

$100,000 0% $0

$150,000 0% $0

$17,000 0% $0

$160,000 0% $0

$85,400 0% $0

$98,000 0% $0

$20,000 0% $0

$33,950 0% $0

$700 0% $0

$9,000 0% $0

$1,700,550 $0

$1,064,531 $251,669

80.88% 19.12%

1,494 554

$712.54 $454.28

$255,000

$85,000

$3,016,750

$1,700,550

$460



-24.5%

$710

16.4%



G. Carter Miller

From: Linda SeUgmann <tseligm2gmu.edu>
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2019 7:51 AM

To: G. Carter Miller

Subject: Great Eastern MPOA

Importance: F-ugh

July 19, 2019

Dear MPOA Board of Directors,

Given that Great Eastern informed MPOA on June 27th of their intent to withdraw the time

shares from MPOA, we are surprised that the MPOA Board did not inform MPOA members

much earlier about the situation that was developing between Great Eastern and MPOA. In

addition, we received the request for comment from owners, including via email for owners

who cannot be present at the meeting, only on July 18, and the meeting is on July 20. It is

extremely important that the Board circulate immediately via email the initial contractual

agreement established between MPOA and Great Eastern to all MPOA owners so that they

can be properly informed when they determine the kinds of comments they would like to

present to the Board. Whatever decisions are reached will affect MPOA owners for years to

come and we have the right to as much information as possible in order to prepare our

comments to the Board.

Thank you. Linda J. Seligmann and John R. Cooper

The views expressed here are my own and do iiot reflect the views ofmy employer or oft/ic commonwealth of

J71;gin/a.

Professor Emerita of Anthropology

George Mason University
4400 University Drive

MSN 3G5

Fairfax, VA 22030

Tel. 703-887-1926/703-734-0671
Fax. 703-734-0844

THE ANDEAN WORLD

Routledge, 2018

BROKEN LINKS, ENDURING TIES: AMERICAN ADOPTION ACROSS RACE, CLASS, & NATION

Stanford University Press, 2013.



Given these facts, we do not think that Great Eastern has the right to withdraw the timeshare

units from MPOA for the following reasons:

1, Great Eastern is not the owner ofthese units and there is no provision in the founding
documents for them to represent those owners as members ofMPOA.

2. There is no provision for a property owner in the community, whatever their form of

ownership, to withdraw from MPOA and thus avoid paying assessments.

3. Any dispute of this nature must be resolved according to the dispute provisions of the

MPOA charter and cannot be acted upon unilaterally.
4. As members ofMPOA, we ask for detailed rationale for the withdrawal from MPOA

requested by Great Eastern of timeshare units within the Kettle area, namely the

Summit, Eagle Trace, and Shenandoah Villas Timeshare Owners Associations.

The above premises are presented to the Board for further consideration by legal counsel.

Finally, we ask, as members ofMIPOA, that we be kept informed in a timely and detailed fashion

of this ongoing dispute, as not everyone is able to attend the meetings at the dates and times at

which they are held.

Sincerely yours,

Linda J. Seligmann and John R. Cooper
169 Shenandale Dr.

Massanutten, VA



Great Eastern Resort Expansion History

1996 Construction of Woodstone Meadows

• 2004 Construction of Water Park

2007 Woodstone Meadows project at 75% of completion (800 - 1000 units online)

• 2008 Road expansion from Rt.33 to Water Park and straitening of S curves into

resort.

• 2008 Construction of Regal Vistas starts

2011 Woodstone Meadows 90% completion, Regal Vistas at 50% of completion

(800 - 1000 units online))

2017 Regal Vistas at 90% of completion & rezoning of 350 acres on the Springton
property

2020 Construction of the 350 acre Springton property begins with a possible build

out of 900 units in the gap

Great Eastern Resort needs to have control of the road for the Springton project
and its traffic needs. That means having the ability to turn Massanutten Drive into a

four lane Highway, I think by 2022, if you notice in my timeline Woodstone & Regal
Vistas are now at 90% of there build out.

This is the main reason why Great Eastern Resort pulled the plug on their financial

commitment to MPOA. Thus, forcing MPOA to turn our community into a town due

to financial shortfalls. At this point MPOA will be under the jurisdiction of our local

elected officials. Creating an opportunity for unlimited growth which none of us

want.

Let's take a good hard look at MPOA, it's Budget and how the money is being spent.

Really, we're on a financial cuff and they want a new web site?

Thank you,

A concerned resident



G. Carter Miller

From: Gene Hauze <etabraham@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday July 23, 2019 9:06 PM

To: G. Carter Miller

Cc: Betty Newell; Eric Millard

Subject: Actual Traffic Counts for Toll Road Idea

Attachments: Massanutten Annual Vehicle Counts -- 1995 thru 2012. pdf

Carter:

I have heard that people are suggesting MPOA place a toll on Massanutten Drive for non-

MPOA vehicles. This is in response to the succession of some Timeshare Associations from

MPOA and in order to make up for the loss of revenues. I am not necessarily advocating for

this idea. However, I felt a certain responsibility, as the former Chairman of the MPOA

Long Range Planning Committee and keeper of much of the Road Analysis Data, to provide
the MPOA Board with certain factual information.

Attached please find a table and graph of the counts for vehicles entering into Massanutten

Village I compiled from MPD from 1995 up to and including 2012. The counts are broken

down into those vehicles from the General Public and those vehicles of owners in

MPOA. The number of MPOA vehicles include those of timeshare owners and I believe that

number also include vehicles owned by Great Eastern. The counting of vehicles was done

manually by the MPD Gate Attendants who visually differentiated between MPOA and the

General Public. It was in 2013 that MPOA began counting vehicles with the road counter

ihich did not differentiate between MPOA and the General Public.

It is important to point out that I was told when I did the road study for MPOA that if

someone came to the gate and said they were coming to see Gene Hauze, they would not be

counted as General Public -- they would be counted as MPOA.

It is also important to point out that in late 2007, Great Eastern opened the

Waterpark. This began the skewing of the numbers toward the General Public.

In 2012, there were slightly less than 2 million vehicles entering Massanutten Village. 58%

of those vehicles were from the General Public. Whereas only 42% of those vehicles were

from MPOA. I believe 2012 is a good year to compare vehicle counts to present day for

more reasons that described below.

The last vehicle counts that I received from MPD was for the year 2017. That year, the road

counter read a little more than 1.56 million vehicles entering into Massanutten Village. I

believe this number is appreciable under counted. First, the road tube was removed from

Massanutten Drive on 24.5 days due to snow --- it had to be removed, else risk being

damaged during snow removal operations. Because these days were due to snow, previous

monthly counts (which I have) show that overall traffic is higher than average during the

period. This means the actual count would have been somewhere north of 1.7

million. Second, as we have discussed, the specifications on the road counters require
vehicles to travel at a minimum of 15 mph (with 25 mph preferred) for accurate road

counting or else vehicles will be under counted. Thus, I believe the actual count is

somewhere between 1.9 - 2.0 million -- this allows for a 12% to 17% under count -- I



believe the number is around 15%. Therefore, the 1.95 million vehicles seen in 2012 is an

arguably reasonable number how about the combination of words "arguably reasonable'.

From this data I have given, one can estimate revenues from tolls, if they are to be put in

place on Massanutten Drive. One must keep in mind that if 550 out of a total of 725

timeshares are no longer considered MPOA vehicles, the percentage of "General Public"

vehicles paying the tolls is easily north of 60% -- maybe close to 70%. If all the non MPOA

vehicles were charged $1 every time they entered, MPOA would receive roughly $1.2 - $1.4
million in revenues. I'll bet that would give Great Eastern a pause to really think harder

about succession.

I think it is additionally important to point out to Great Eastern that easily 3/4 of the wear

and tear on Massanutten Drive is due to Great Eastern, their timeshare owners, and their

visitors, That is much more than what they pay to maintain it (to include snow removal,

grass cutting, and resurfacing).

Just to reiterate, please do not think I am advocating this idea. I just felt obligated to bring
some factual data to the table. In fact, I do not think this toll idea solves all the problems
MPOA has faced over the last three years with MPSC (2017), GERC (2018), and the

Timeshares (2019). An all encompassing solution to the problems we face must be

pursued. We have problems in Massanutten Village that cry out for a solution.

I would greatly appreciate if you could pass this info along to all the Board Members. I ask

this because it is factual data for them to process
-- most members were not present when I

went over this data with the Board in 2013. I sent a courtesy copy to Betty (Task Force

Chair) and Eric.

Should you or the Board have any questions, please do not hesitate to ask, I am here to

provide facts --

my opinion comes separately.

Gene



1996 1,185,728 834,036 351,692

1997 1233113 814000 419113

1998 1,334322 913,832 420,490

1999 1 366 254 961 562 404 692

2000 1,441,444 663,276 788,168

2001 1498987 710819 788166

2002 1,357,556 712,545 645,011

2003 1420848 752526 668322

2004 1156815 594,012 562,803

2005 1 513 831 768 284 755 547

2008 1,684,825 702,038 892,787

2008 1,964,116 879853 1,084,283

2009 2076739 920244 1166495

2010 2,440,067 1,116,483 1,323,684

2011 2790408 1185909 1604499

2012 1,951,864 817,134 1,134,730

MPOA 'prh'ate resideitces + ke6le thneslxares +gaests ~ renters + deliveries

General Psthllc GRRC employees + tours + IVoods/one timeshares ~ skiing +golfing+ LeCIu3 + Fairways + hotels + Conference Center

Massanutten Village Annual Vehicle Counts Since 1995



G. Carter Miller

From: [drobnick <ldrobnick@comcast.net>
Sent: Monday, July 221 2019 8:00 PM

To: G. Carter Miller

Subject: Germ. Fees

Mr Miller I was just doing some numbers on the fee situation with GERM They now charge a fee of

$55for owners and $77 for non owners per week to stay at a time shareAt $55 per week for 52

weeks,if there are 700 units booked for the year they are making over 2mi11ion a year.lm sure that

there are more than 700 units because that number does not include Regal Vista or Woodstone I do

not know the number of units there but for lyear they are making alot of money above and beyond
what the maintenance fees cover.l know that the maintenance fee for Regal is almost $500 per unit

times 52 weeks times whatever number of units there are. It seems to me to be quite a bit of money
so I cant understand the issue that it's budgetary.Please check my math but I think I'm spot on.Maybe
we could question them on this if we try to negotiate a fair and equitable agreement. I know they have

expenses but the $2,000,000 is money made from the extra fees they charge visitors Thank You Lud

Drobnick. 2143 Lanier Lane

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy srnartphone



G. Carter MHIer

From: Gene Hauze <etabraham@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2019 1:10 PM

To: G. Carter Miller

Cc: Betty Newell; Michael Breeden

Subject: An Idea for MPOA to Cut Costs in the Police Department (MPD) Leveraging the County
Sheriff

Carter:

I have an idea that can cut costs for MPOA. It has to do with the MPD.

I know of no VA Code or County Ordinance that requires Massanutten to have a Police

Department. In fact, I know of no VA Code that requires a town to have a Police

Department. I also know of no Agreement between MPOA and the County that states

Massanutten will always have a Police Department, relieving the County's responsibility. If

there is such an Agreement, I should have been told that when I became a Property Owner.

Therefore, the County Sheriff has a duty to Protect and Serve County Citizens living in the

County this includes Massanutten. However, it seems that over time it has been

assumed that Massanutten will always have a Police Department (MPD) to Protect and

Serve Massanutten citizens -- and, the County has no regular responsibilities. The default

position should actually be that the County Sheriff has the primary responsible to Protect

and Serve Massanutten (County) Citizens, not MPD.

There are 2,080 hours in a work year (40 hours per week times 52 weeks). If the employee
gets an average of 80 hours of vacation (2 work weeks) + 80 hours of sick leave (2 work

weeks) + 80 hours of paid holidays (2 work weeks), that reduces the work year to 1,840
hours this is the standard number we always used in DOD contract negotiations
(proposal prep and review). That means to cover Massanutten Village with one officer 24

hours a day, 7 days a week, and 52 weeks a year, you would need 4.75 Officers -- this

coverage would include officer vacations, sick leave, and holidays.

We currently have 7 officers serving in the MPD. I suggest reducing the number of officers

to 5. 1 suggest doing this via attrition, rather than terminating anyone's

employment. There are rumors the Chief will be retiring at the end of 2019, I would

promote from within and do not add an officer. That reduces the MPD to 6 officers. The

next time another officer leaves (is terminated for cause or resigns), do not add an

officer. This brings the MPD down to 5.

I was the Chairman of the MPOA Long Range Planning Committee (LRPC). Back in 2013, I

was told that a reason why we had 7 officers is because we needed one officer to conduct

criminal investigations. We should no longer do investigations. We answer the 911 call, fill

out the 911 report, and leave the rest to the County Commonwealth Attorney's Office, the

County Sheriffs Office, and the State Police. By the way, when we did the Feasibility Study
of the Town Incorporation of Massanutten, I learned that most (I think all) towns in

Rockingham County do the same thing. I was told the Commonwealth Attorney preferred
this.

1



Also, back in 2013 during the LRPC effort, I learned that we needed 6 officers because of:

• extended leave by officers (due to extended illness, etc);
times when we need two officers on duty (due to Massanutten events, etc.);

• times when an officer needs to be in Court; and,
• for other reasons I cannot recall.

Well, that is where the County should enter into the picture. During those mostly
scheduled times, the County should be asked to assign a Deputy to the MPD Building to

handle 911 calls or to assist during events. The MPD Chief would have to work closely with

the County Sheriff to make this happen.

11 feel strongly that the County should understand that Massanutten cannot continue to

financially provide services to its property owners as in the past, The County has a duty to

serve Massanutten citizens -- we pay County taxes. The County is largely the reason why
this has happened -- that is, the financial distress of MPOA. This started when they
approved timeshares outside of the financial boundaries of MPOA. These timeshares are

not a part of the revenue stream, yet they stress the road infrastructure and the

MPD. Recently, they approved timeshares on the Springston Property, despite knowing
that those timeshares would not be part of the MPOA revenue stream. Therefore, the

problem was caused by the County, and they have to be part of the solution ... one way or

another,

I also feel strongly that MPOA should keep a police force, I think it is a strong deterrent

against crime. What I am suggesting is a compromise. We keep the MPD, but reduce the

number of officers to 5. The reduction, when fully implemented, should save MPOA on the

order of $150,000. And, the County has to provide Deputies to provide adequate coverage
for Massanutten citizens. This cost cutting measure might not seem like a lot, but it is a

start.

I hope this idea is helpful.

By the way, what does MPOA really needs in my opinion? The need an Operations
Research Analyst to come in an review how the organization is run and how to make if run

more cost effectively and efficiently. I used to do this for the Army at the Under Secretary
level. But, please do not ask me. Eric Rynar was also an ORA, but he no longer lives

here. Maybe, you should send an MPOA email blast asking if there are any ORA's in

Massanutten willing to take on the task? You would be surprised the recommendations my

group made to the Army to help theni better prepare for new weapon systems coming down

the pipe it changed the way the Arniy did its business of developing new weapon systems.

Gene



G. Carter Miller

From: Linda Seligmariri <lseIigm2gmu.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2019 5:55 PM

To: Betty Newell

Cc: G. Carter Miller

Subject: Comments re MPOA GERC

Attachments: Response to MPOA Board re Withdrawal of Great Eastern FINAL SIGNED copypdf

Importance: High

Dear Betty, Please find attached a letter that we have prepared as comment on the current

situation between MPOA and GERC. The best way to contact us is via email:

lseligm2gmu.edu or via the phone numbers listed below. Thanks for all yourwork on this.

My best, Linda

The views expressed here are my own and do not reflect the views ofmy employer or ofthe Comnwnwealth of

1/jiginki.

Professor Emerita of Anthrooolov

George Mason University

4400 University Drive

MSN 3G5

Fairfax, VA 22030

Tel. 703-887-1926/703-734-0671
Fax. 703-734-0844

THE ANDEAN WORLD

Routledge, 2018

BROKEN LINKS, ENDURING TIES: AMERICAN ADOPTION ACROSS RACE, CLASS, & NATION

Stanford University Press, 2013.



July 30, 2019

Response to Request for Comment to MPOA Board re. Withdrawal of Great Eastern Time-

Shares

To Whom It May Concern:

We are long-term residents at 169 Shenandale. We have reviewed the founding documents of

MPOA and the original agreements and amendments between Great Eastern and predecessor
developers and MPOA to try to ascertain the arrangements between MPOA and the time share

units. These documents contain three fundamental agreements between MPOA, Great Eastern

and the time share units, regarding the conveyance and ownership of common facilities that will

be used by all parties who are owners ofproperty and time share units in Massanutten Village
and arrangements for sharing of expenses for those common facilities, The following points

appear to be relevant in the current effort to unilaterally change some of these arrangements

through the the recent notice of withdrawal from MPOA for timeshare units within the Kettle

area, namely the Summit, Eagle Trace, and Shenandoah Villas Timeshare Owners Associations.

1. According to the "CONTRACT FIXING THE RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES AT

MASSANTJTTEN VILLAGE BETWEEN THE DEVELOPER AND THE PROPERTY

OWNERS ASSOCIATION" dated June 26, 1982 ("the Original Agreement"), paragraph
D, "All purchasers of lots within the community automatically became members of a

nonprofit corporation known at Massanutten Property Owners Association, Inc.

EMPOAI" Footnote 5 to Paragraph D states "For example, ... a non-stock property
owners association shall be formed with on membership unit per lot. . .and that this

association.. .shall establish reasonable annual assessment charges..."
2. Under Paragraph G, the community is stated to contain, at that time, approximately 263

single family homes, 24 condominiums and townhouses, 15 cluster homes and

approximately 125 time sharing units. As there is no differentiation in this Agreement
between these types ofproperty ownership, it must be assumed that all ofthem, as well as

future units constructed in the same area, would be subject to the mandatory, automatic

membei'ship in MPOA, and therefore subject to the "reasonable assessment charges".
3. The Original Agreement has been amended several times to further define the sharing of

costs for road maintenance, snow removal and security, but each time these Amendments

were approved, the most recent being in 2013, the other provisions of the Original

Agreement, except as modified by the newer agreements, remained in full force and

effect. In each of the subsequent agreement and modifications, there was never any

mention of changing the automatic membership in MPOA.

4. Once a member ofMPOA, there is NO provision for a property owner to withdraw, and

therefore no provision to opt out of the services, privileges, and payment of annual

assessments. The other sharing arrangements between Great Eastern and MPOA

regarding the formulae and payments for shared services is subject to change upon
mutual agreement in writing, and if there is failure to agree, then there are provisions for

arbitration. There is no unilateral provision for withdrawal.



7127/2019 Gmail - Fw: URGENT: Current situation at Massanutten!

Zenaida Hall <zenaida.haIlgmail.com>

Fw: URGENT: Current situation at Massanutten!!

I message

Linda Hoover <lindahoover43@yahoo.com>
To: Zenaida Hall <zenaida.haHgmaiLcom>

Below are my emails to and from Mike Breeden regarding the current situation. Linda

(Ms.) Linda S. Hoover

54Q-289-5656 (Home)
540-421-0035 (Cell)
lindahoover43@yahoo.com

Forwarded Message -----

From: Michael Breeden <mbreeden@rockinghamcountyva.gbv>
To: Linda Hoover <linda.hoover43@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2019, 08:29:42 PM EDT

Subject: Re: URGENT: Current situation at Massanutten!!

Sat, Jul 27, 2019 at 1:11 PM

Linda

Carter made me aware at the last County Board meeting. I requested the County Attorney and the County Adminstrator

take the matter up right away, I have also requested a meeting with Great Eastern. I would like to meet with residents on

the mountain in the near future after I have concluded the meeting with County and Great Eastern. I am very concerned

with the events and the negative impact on residents

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 26, 2019, at 7:19 PM, Linda Hoover <linda.hoover43@yahoo.com> wrote:

Hi Mike,

I don't know if you have heard what is going on at Masanuften, but in case you haven't: Great Eastern is

withdrawing the three timeshare HOAs that they contrcjl (Shenandoah Villas Owners Association, Eagle
Trace Owners Association, and The Summit at Massa,nutten Owners Association) from Massanutten

Property Owners Association (MPOA) which means tIey will no longer pay the annual assessment as they

always have done. In addition, Great Eastern says it is terminating a 2016 lease of Massanutten Drive to

MPOA and no longer requires the services of the Massanutten Police Department; therefore, Great Eastern

does not plan to contribute the share to the police department and road maintenance as they have in the

past.

Obviously, this is creating a great deal of angst among the Massanutten residents. The MPOA Board of

Directors has set up a Task Force to gather ideas from residents about how we should respond to this

situation. There was a Task Force meeting last night and there will be another one tomorrow morning

(Saturday, July 27th at 9 AM at the MPOA meeting room). The Task Force is to deliver a written report
to the MPOA Board by Monday, August 5th summarizing the community ideas. There will then be an Open
Forum for the MPOA Board to meet and discuss the situation with residents on Tuesday, August 13th at 6

PM in the MPOA meeting room.

Many suggestions and recommendations have been made by the residents. There are two that I think may

be of interest to you as our elected representative on the Rockingham County Board of Supervisors. First,

since the Massanutten Police Department is one of the largest items in the MPOA budget, t is being

suggested by many in the community that we eliminate our Police Department, lease the gatehouse/Police

Department Office to Rockingham County for $1/year o they can use it as a satellite office for the
•

Rockingham County Sheriffs Department, and rely onthe Sheriffs Deputies for our police protection since

we pay county real estate taxes. Many people seem (ci feel that we can simply notify Rockingham County

1/2



7/27/2019 Gmail - Fw: URGENT: Current situation at Massanutten!!

that we have dissolved our Police Department and then it will be Rockingham County and the Sheriff's

Department's problem to solve. I doubt that it would be quite that simple.

Secondly, many in the community are now discussing the possibility of re-visiting the idea of incorporating
Massanutten as a town in Rockingham County which Pm sure you remember being studied in 2011. This is

obviously a longer term response.

I don't know if you have any interest in attending eitherof the above meetings, but I thought you might, if

your schedule permits, since we are all your constituents. If this is the first time that you are hearing about

this and you have questions, I know that Carter Miller will be in his office on Monday. He is undoubtedly
more equipped to answer questions than I am.

Linda

(Ms.) Linda S. Hoover

540-289-5656 (Home)
540-421-0035 (Cell)
linda.hoover43@yahoo.com

&simpl=msg-f%3A16402323946... 2/2



7/29/2019 Gmail - Fwd: Short Term Ideas

W' (3tnai Zenaida Hall <zenaida.hallgmail.com>

Fwd: Short Term Ideas

Walter Ferguson <4fergygmail.com> Sun, Jul 28, 2019 at 9:39 PM

To: Jana Gough <goughconsultingl©gmail,com>, Betty Newell <blnewellverizon.net>

Cc: traas <traas@comcast.net>, Zenaida Hall <zenaida.hallgmail.com>, jslaurion@gmail.com,

admin@massanuttenvillage.com, ericmillard@hotmail.com

Dear Betty & Jana,

While I attended the most recent board meeting and the Thursday Task Force meeting I restrained myself from speaking

until now so I could get a flavor of what thoughts others had n this most unfortunate situation.

My wife and I moved here four and a half years ago because (a) we immediately fell in love with the place and (b)
because the HOA fee was reasonable with respect to our household budget. To have a sudden 80% (or something like it)

jump in HOA would be untenable budget-wise for myself and I suspect for some other residents as well. Further the

magnitude of annual HOA fee and the ability to sell properiy on the mountain, efficiently and at good value, are inversely

proportional. A $1,000 or more annual HOA could in my opinion scare off a lot of potential buyers as compared to a $600

HOA. Let's remember we're not like a condo association where your relatively high HOA at least covers costly exterior

maintenance of your dwelling.

What it all is going to boil down to is a decision by the Board as to how much to surcharge the residents - immediately
andlor come January and each succeeding year

- as opposed to trimming the budget by cutting services and salaries.

One extreme (A) will be to simply ask the residents to cough up all of the income shortfall. The other extreme (B) is to

drastically cut the budget to bring it into balance with the projected income loss. The third choice will be for the Board to

go somewhere in the middle.

My input to the Board is to lean significantly toward decision (B) above. I would not like to see this community become in

effect a "high rent" district.

Finally the matter of depleted reserves seems like a disaster ii the making. Don't know if it's true or not but I have been

led to understand that MPOA had a four million dollar reservdjust five years ago. Trying to build that up again in

combination with GERM's succession could be a Tsunami. .

Walter Ferguson 155 Holiday HI

(Quoted text hidden]

https://maiI.googIe.com/maiI/u/O?ikb9b5987c75&viewpt&SearChzaII&permmSgidfl1Sgf%3Al 640354923630497685&simplmsg-f%3A16403549236... 1/1



Considerations in Response to GERM Notification dated 06/27/2019

A. Eliminate licensed police officer positions;

retain dispatcher positions for collection of entrance fees. BENEFITS:

**savings from police officer salaries

**Eliminates cost of vehicle ownership, vehicle insurance, vehicle maintenance

**savings in reduced gas consumption

**Eliminates police liability insurance

**Eliminates frivolous policing and skewed communication

**Continue currently required use of "911" for services

**county sheriff continues to police area

B. Implement entrance fee into Massanutten

**MpOAstickered vehicles enter through a dedicated lane

**Use of electronics, like transponder, for access by MPOA-tickered vehicles

**Registered guests of MPOA-stickered vehicles/residents enter @ no charge
**No entrance fee for business vehicles

**vehicles without MPOA sticker pay daily entrance fee;

apply to "Great Eastern residents/owners" & vaifl1s.

Fee collected by MPOA dispatchers

C. Seek incorporation as a Town.

**Request G. Hauze to present feasibility study
**Public water/sewer

**Federal/State roadway maintenance funds

**Eliminate or substantially reduce MPOA lot fees

Attachment: MPOA Annual Operating Statement- one page



July 24, 2019
Q ci Y7'7/

What should MPOA do to remedy the current situation

AND any future situations with GERM:

INCORPORATE into a town!

Please read the study Gene Hauze did to fully explain this:

www.townofmassanutten.org

Everything I've read speaks of numerous pros of

incorporating. The only con is not being a "gated

community." With all Great Eastern's guests/owners

coming and going constantly, we're not really private

anymore anyway.

We MPOA should give our parks, roads, and police to the

town and ONLY keep our amenities. The amenities profit
would cover the office staff, and our assessments would

be little to none.

The boundaries for our town should go along with the

MPSC service area- -not just current MPOA area.

GERM has so many properties/guests outside our gated
area now that use our roads that these areas need to be

included. And with so much GERM future expansion

already approved by the county, the burden is only going
to worsen for MPOA owners, roads, and community. Even

if the situation right now could work out between us and



GERM, what's next? According to Mathias last Saturday,
the development is to continue until 2050. What will we

do- --keep raising assessments to take care of

everything for them and have our property values keep

declining? As assessments increase and amenities for the

residents stay the same, it can only hurt our home values.

Plus, so much needs done now (roofs, paving, etc.) we

can't afford to do it. Also, many families can't afford the

amount of increase needed in assessments to take care

of all this.

Pros to incorporation:
- Everyone (including GERM) would pay taxes to the

town for properties and businesses owned

- Federal and state funds would cover the road

maintenance

-Grants could be possible for the police
-We could possibly have more police, but wouldn't need

the gate attendants. However, GERM could pay for

someone to give directions instead of us doing it.

-We'd have more power against MPSC rate hikes than

we do now with only a board. We'd have a town council.

- Development would have to be approved through our

town, not the county. (We all know who the county always
sides with.)
- Most owners would probably pay less in taxes/licenses

than they do with our CURRENT assessments. Vehicle

license fees would go to the town instead of the county.

Real estate and personal property taxes would be paid in



addition to county taxes; however, at different rates.

According to other Rockingham Co. towns' websites the

real estate town taxes range from $0.00 in Bridgewater to

$0.12 in Grottoes per $100 of assessed value. The

personal property town taxes range from $0.30 in

Timberville to $0.75 in Bridgewater per $100 assessed

value. (I did not see Dayton's personal property rate--

possibly there isn't one.) I talked to a friend who lives in

Grottoes whose house is assessed at $229,000, and her

town real estate and personal property taxes are around

the $400 range she told me.

-We wouldn't have to constantly worry what's next with

GERM to hurt our community and our pocket books. We

know how they appealed the ruling with Utilities because

they never thought we were paying our fair share

compared to them. Now they think they're paying more

than their share even though the majority of our traffic is

from them! According to the study done and at that time,

Massanutten Drive was the fourth heaviest travelled road

in the county!

Anyhow, there is so much more to incorporating that

would benefit us to do. Mr. Hauze did an in-depth study
that I hope you'll read. I feel it's the best route we can

take for our community. Thank you.

Kimberly Aleknas



MPOA Suggestions:

• Eliminate Maintenance expenses except those directly related to MPOA assets. Are full time

employees required? What areas are owned and maintained by MPOA? Can we contract road

and culvert work as required? What common areas does MPOA own? Are easements county or

Great Eastern owned?

• Eliminate Police force. No revenue generated from the force to offset expense.

• Modernize the gate access. Personnel not required at gate. Non-stickered cars come through

the owner's side on a regular basis. It is a waste of money to man the gate. Put in an

automated gate system that is robust.

• Great Eastern should maintain all roads that have any owned green spaces attached.

• Eliminate all full time positions with salaries and associated benefits. Condition is poor of a

number of homes in the area already. MPOA office does very little to rectify violations of home

maintenance and exterior grounds.

• Charge high assessments for homes used as short and long term rentals.



Eliminating or restructuring our private police force is our simplest and most

effective action. As others have stated, we need to rely more on the county

police/sheriffs services that we already pay for through taxes.

My suggestion is to eliminate our private police and the hefty $750,000 annual

operating costs. We own the gatehouse building they now occupy. We could

offer to lease that building to the county sheriff /police to use as a satellite

headquarters on this side of the county. Lease it for $1 .00/year to make it a

really sweet deal they'll want to pursue. This would give us greater assurance

that there will be an officer nearby when the need arises.

We can easily organize a neighborhood watch to take care of property checks.

As to manning the gatehouse to hand out passes - . . I really feel it's not a

necessary service. Our signage is good and most people have GPS. People can

find their way around. Other resorts in the valley are "open" - Bryce,
Wintergreen. They seem to do just fine without the gate.

Submitted by
Tern Mcintyre
3078 Lanier Lane

- LS



7/25/2019

Task Force Ideas

Yahoo Mail - Task Force Ideas

From: Linda Hoover (linda.hoover43@yahoo.com)

To: blnewell@verizon.net

Cc: linda.hoover43@yahoo.com

Date: Thursday, July 25, 2019, 06:09 PM EDT

1) I feel we are going to have to raise the annual maintenance fee in the near term to get on a better financial footing
with reserves for future needs. It will be great if we can increase income from amenities and other sources, but that

won't happen overnight.

A) Special assessments are NOT the way to go--they would be much harder on younger families and older

people on fixed incomes to plan for.

B) To make it easier to pay an increased annual fee, we could let people pay monthly (if they want) at a slightly
higher cost. For example most auto insurance is due every 6 months, but you can pay it monthly if you want to

pay an extra $2/month for Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) or Recurring Credit Card (RCC) or an extra $5/month
for bill by mail or email (all with late charges and fees for payments returned by the bank).

2) MPOAis closing our rental program effective 12/31/19 and will cut the staff person who handled this program. Carter

says we can't compete with Great Eastern with their on-line booking, aggressive marketing, and packages they can offer

with golf, skiing, and waterpark. They also have a full-time IT person. Why can't we set up online booking? Perhaps
we could get help from a resident IT expert.

3) I'm discouraged with Carter's remark at the Special Board Meeting on July 20th that "I'll never do that again" speaking
about marketing our amenities locally. Marketing works. Maybe it was just not the right kind of marketing. We have

residents who are marketing experts.

4) We need to look at other income sources. Two good ideas came up at the July 20th meeting, I think--A) MPOA

renting camper storage spaces to residents and B) Amenities for smaller children.

5) Maybe we should set up a Resource Board of residents who could be called on as "experts" in their fields by the

Board when working on a particular problem. I think we have residents who would be willing to volunteer some time to

work on short-term projects. As an example, Bob Hess said at the meeting on July 20th that he had negotiated/worked
on multi-million dollar construction contracts. Maybe he has the expertise to look at the Reserve Study as a consultant

to the Board as they consider making adjustments to the figures in the study. We have lots of retired military officers,

people in law enforcement, IT people, real estate people, and lawyers to name just a few of the careers of our

residents.

(Ms.) Linda S. Hoover

540-289-5656 (Home)
540-421-0035 (Cell)
linda.hoover43yahoo.com

1/1



Great Eastern Resort Expansion History

1996 Construction of Woodstone Meadows

• 2004 Construction of Water Park

o 2007 Woodstone Meadows project at 75% of completion (800 - 1000 units online)

• 2008 Road expansion from Rt.33 to Water Park and straitening of S curves into

resort.

• 2008 Construction of Regal Vistas starts

2011 Woodstone Meadows 90% completion, Regal Vistas at 50% of completion

(800 - 1000 units online))

2017 Regal Vistas at 90% of completion & rezoning of 350 acres on the Springton

property

2020 Construction of the 350 acre Springton property begins with a possible build

out of 900 units in the gap

Great Eastern Resort needs to have control of the road for the Springton project
and its traffic needs. That means having the ability to turn Massanutten Drive into a

four lane Highway, I think by 2022, if you notice in my timeline Woodstone & Regal
Vistas are now at 90% of there build Out.

This is the main reason why Great Eastern Resort pulled the plug on their financial

commitment to MPOA. Thus, forcing MPOA to turn our community into a town due

to financial shortfalls. At this point MPOA will be under the jurisdiction of our local

elected officials. Creating an opportunity for unlimited growth which none of us

want.

Let's take a good hard look at MPOA, it's Budget and how the money is being spent.

Really, we're on a financial cuff and they want a new web site?

Thank you,

A concerned resident



2r33

July 23, 2019

Dear MPOA Task Force and Board of Directors,

I'm writing in response to the upcoming July 25th and 27th meetings regarding Great Eastern's

notice of withdrawal from MPOA. 1 may not be able to make the meeting and wanted to take

this opportunity to share some of my thoughts wjth the groups as you consider our next course

of action.

I should start by saying I will admit I do not fully understand thefinancial relationship between

MPOA and Great Eastern when it comes to how costs are shared between our two groups for

all of the services on the mountain As a result, my comments and suggestions below are based

on a rudimentary understanding, and/or assumptions based on conversationswith other

homeowner's. If I have misunderstood anything, I hope you can still find some useful

information in my comments.

As we look towards Great Eastern pulling out of paying MPOA dues, the obvious concern is

what that means for our MPOA budget and homeowne,s association fees. With that said, I

think we have some leverage when it comes to negotiating a new contract with Great Eastern,

and I'll make those points below.

1. The ability of the resort to function in the winter is largely contingent on people being

able to visit the resort. This includes being able to access the ski slopes, timeshare units,

and other amenities. As such, snow plowing is crucial. While I understand Great

Eastern provides some funding for road maintenance, I believe MPOA pays for the

majority of this, as well as snow plowing. )f that is the case, I believe we have some

ability to leverage our snow plowing serves with Great Eastern, as th.e inability of

visitorsto enter the resort would certainly impact their revenue. This is not only a

concern for visitors at that time, but I imagine Great Eastern would n:ot want word of

mouth" to spread that the resort is inefficient when it comes to snow plowing, as this

could deter some people from visiting our mountain. Perhaps one area we could

consider in our negotiations is charging Great Eastern more for this service ifwe have

the bulk of the responsibility when it comes to snow plowing (equipment, staff, time,

etc.).

2. It is nice having police on the mountain, but my understanding is MPOA is paying for all

of this service. This service also provides a benefit to Great Eastern and resort visitors.

In fact, when you look at the number of homeowners compared to the number of resort

visitors on an annual basis, an argument could be made that the police have a larger

responsibility to Great Eastern and the resort than the homeowners. Perhaps Great

Eastern sharing the cost of this service could be considered.

1



3. What about to say is not a personal statment against the greeters at the guard shack,

as I'm sure they are all nice people. This'is a statement about the position...not the

people. As a homeowner, I don't find a !bt of value in having these positions, but I

believe there is value to Great Eastern. As a homeowner, I've had little to no reason to

interact with this position, but I understand visitors to the mountain (coming to

participate in Great Eastern activities) find the information they receive from individuals

in this position very beneficial. Perhaps Great Eastern could pay for these positions

since the biggest benefit seems to be from people coming to spend money with them.

4. I've heard discussion of charging timeshare owners upwards of $1,000 for access to park

on the mountain. I have a lot of concerns about this, and other things that might appear

to be "gouging" visitors. While I think there is room to generate more revenue and cut

costs, I believe we have to be careful that we do not inadvertently do anything that

could create some unintended negative consequences ofturning people away from

wanting to visit Massanutten. White we are not Great Eastern, we certainly receive

some benefits from living in a resort (e.g., property values, discounted amenities, etc.),

and I would caution the Board of making decisions that could put that in jeopardy.

5. Along similar lines of the $1,000 fee discussed in #4, I understand there has also been

conversation about charging tolls at the'uard shack for visitors. This is another area of

concern. How would that work if friendand/or family are coming to visit

homeowners? Would they be charged atoll? At times, the car line to get passed the

guard shack can get backed up. A toll wpuld likely increase the line and probably that

we could experience additional delays. I've visited many ski resorts up and down the

East Coast, and paying for tolls or parking is something I've never had to do. Yes, I've

had to do it while visiting resorts out west, but we do not have the same caliber of

mountain as those.

As we progress through this process, I've heard something that gives me a great deal of

concern. As I understand it, MPOA is represented by the same law firm as Great Eastern. If

that is the case, I feel this presents a conflict of interest and we would be at a significant

disadvantage when it comes to the financial resources at our disposable to pay for these legal

services. I believe it would be in the best interest of MPOA to have legal representation with a

firm other than the one being used by Great Eastern.

Thank you for taking the time to read this. I know the work ahead of the Task Force and Board

of Directors is no small task. However, with theright legal representation, hopefully we can

come out of this without having to increase ourhomeowner's association dues.

Sincerely,

...- Brad Barnett (18 year resident)
246 Bobcat Lane



7/27/2019 Gmail - Fwd: Input for Task Force

M Grnai Zenaida Hall <zenaida hallgmail corn>

Fwd: Input for Task Force
1 message

Betty Newell <blnewell@verizon.net> Sat, Jul 27, 2019 at 3:45 PM

To: zenaida.hall©gmail.com

Another.

Original Message----

From: massanutt <massanutt@aoLcom>
To: blnewell <blnewell©verizonnet>; cmiller <cmiller@madsanuttenvillage.com>
Cc: ken <ken@detectinc.com>
Sent: Fri, Jul 26, 2019 7:27 pm

Subject: Input for Task Force

I am attaching my thoughts for contemplation by the task force.

By way of cc: I am also including Ken with whom I shared this on Thursday evening.

Best Regards,

Scott Eberly

MPOA comments072519.docx

18K

1/1



July25, 2019

Ken Mitzkovitz, MPOA Board Member

Subject: Input regarding Great Eastern 27 JUne notification to MPOA

Dear Mr. Mitzkvitz,

The thoughts below are similar to my transmittal to Carter Miller and Eric Milliard of

Friday July 19. We have added a few things.that we have since thought of.....

We are writing to provide our thought and input in advance of the 20 July 2019 MPOA

board meeting which we are unable to attend. By way of background we have been

property owners and therefore members of MPOA since late 1988. We purchased the

property as a 2nd home and maintain our primary residence north of Baltimore.

Although we are only part time in Massanutten, we have tried to keep up with

events/news and are most interested in resolving the matter associated with Great

Eastern's 27 June notification. Across the years we have seen significant

improvements to Massanutten Village, and we attribute many of these improvements to

Great Eastern. Although the notification is unwelcome news, we do not view Great

Eastern as the enemy. However, we cannot accept the notification as presented and

the possible associated resultant impacts to our community's revenue stream.

We want to strongly challenge the notification with the legal channels available to

MPOA. This largely depends upon the advice of counsel and of course the strength of

the opinion offered. If counsel provides an opinion that would indicate a weak position
for MPOA in this matter, then spending a high amount of funds to fight what could be

tantamount to a losing matter only puts us deeper in a deficient position. Regardless of

counsel's initial advice, we would strongly sugest a second opinion from a firm which

has a resident subject matter expert in this a/ea of the law.

While we contemplate the pursuit of legai action directly against the Great

Eastern notification, we believe we also will need to develop a revenue

preservation approach of another manner. For example, an entrance fee to



Massanutten Village could be applied to all vehicles (or some variation of this concept).

The Hilton Head communities had something like this based upon our experience of

several years ago when visiting that area. This is not the same as charging to use for

our road system. Rather, the entrance fee allows users to enter the resort area, fish in

the ponds (license also required), hike and bike the various trails, use the parks and

other common areas, and allows people to visit and utilize the various public areas such

as: restaurants (also requires individuals pay for their purchases) and amenities (also

requires individuals pay for their purchases). We would suggest $10/day, $50/week and

$100 annually as a starting point for the entrance fee. MPOA members would purchase

the $100 "pass" for each vehicle and that that same amount would be deducted from

their annual association dues. There would also be a method for MPOA members to

purchase an annual guest pass and again that would be deducted from annuals dues.

Additionally, we believe some type of road usage fee for large trucks and construction

vehicles is in order. Our roads were not desned for the volume of heavy construction

type of vehicles that is being experienced - ,hich will ultimately require road restoration

sooner and greater than originally envisioned. These are of course just a few examples

of revenue preservation for MPOA. The implementation of action(s) would be subject to

reviewing many options before the MPOA bOard decides. However, we are

attempting to make the point that revenue from Great Eastern and the associated

timeshares needs to continue if not increase in one form or the other regardless

of their intent to proceed with, action on their 27 June notification. Even if Great

Eastern were to rescind their 27 June notification, an examination of additional revenue

contributions from them is in order at this point regardless. Now that Great Eastern has

opened the door, they need to be prepared to understand what is on the other side may

not be favorable to them. We are not convinced they are paying enough even today.

While the situation with the Great Eastern notification is being adjudicated, we

believe there is a 2nd and equally important matter which is internal to MPOA

which must be examined and acted upon: where are we spending our money and

what services can be scaled back or curtailed? We have long felt that paying

Rockingham County property taxes while also paying MPOA dues contains areas of

duplicitous overlap and/or possible non-essential services/action. For example, MPOA

residents utilize local taxpayer funded public schools and local fire departments; and

there are very likely other tax payer supported services we should be utilizing. Areas of

concern include: police services, road mainthnance and the size of the MPOA staff. We

need to address if we are really getting our money's worth in terms of services; and

enumerate those things we are prepared to possibly live without. We fully believe and

expect that our budget will need to be trimmed and certain things we now

experience can be scaled back and/or eliminated. Whereas this could impact

certain MPOA staff positions, we need to be prepared to undertake such measures

while giving very fair advance notice to those who will be impacted. Just as an

example: we feel it is unnecessary to have someone at the Resort Drive guardhouse



who waves at incoming vehicles and hands out visitor tags (which serve a purpose

which we have been unable to understand in our nearly 31 years at Massanutten

Village). If such a staff position is necessary to provide directions for Great Eastern

guests, then those costs could be incorporated into the aforementioned entrance fee. A

comprehensive look at MPOA needs vs. wants vs. nice-to-haves and the

associated costs is necessary with the ultimate goal of reducing the bottom-line

expenditures. This approach which is vastly different from merely justifying

everything that is currently done. Just bcause we have been doing something

(and paying for it) for many years does not deem the activity to be necessary.

The aforementioned ideas require review arfd action across the next several months.

We further believe there is a long-term action for us to carefully consider; that

being the possible incorporation into a town status. The world is changing, and we

need to be prepared to change with it or face. the possibility of consequences. Even if a

successful defense is mounted against the current Great Eastern notification, the

possibility of others in the future cannot be denied.

In conclusion, we are unwilling to absorb the cost impact of the Great Eastern

notification in terms of the possible increases to assessments. A combination of

mounting a strong legal challenge to Great Eastern, while also looking at additional

ways for Great Eastern to provide revenue, While simultaneously assessing current

MPOA services/staffing vs. benefits vs. cost will all play a role in the ultimate resolution

to the situation at hand in the short term. Once resolved, long term alternatives for our

viability need to be explored.

Although we are not full-time residents, we re both retired and are available to help
undertake action as appropriate to help the MPOA board.

Sincerely,

IS/

Scott and Karen Eberly
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(3rnai Zenaida Hall <zenaida.hallgmaiLcom>

Re: Note to Carter following the meeting today
4 messages

Nextdoor Massanutten Village <reply@rs.email.nextdoor.com> Thu, Jul 25, 2019 at 2:54 PM

Reply-To: reply -1-GQZDKMZRGIYDMX3QOJXWI5LDORUW63S7KBHVGVC7GEYTQNBSGM4TGN l=@reply. nextdoor.com

To: zenaida.hallgmail.com

Kurt SutteH, Massanutten Village

+1 for town incorporation!

Thank Private message
'

\IieW or re

Turn off notifications for this post

This message is intended for zenaida.hall@grnaiLcom. Unsubscribe here, Nextdoor, 875

Stevenson Street, Suite 700, San Francisco, CA 94103

"p

Nextdoor Massanutten Village <reply@rsemail.nextdoor.corn> Thu, Jul 25, 2019 at 4:19 PM

Reply-To: reply+GQZDKMZRGIYDMX3QOJXWI5LDORUWG3S7KBHVGVC7GEYTQNBSGM4TGNl=@reply nextdoor.com

To: zenaida.hall@gmail.com

Bill Heidel Massanutten Village

#2 for town incorporation

( Thank Private message

View or reoy

I\ Turn off notifications for this post
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This message is intended for zenaida.hall@gmail.com. Unsubscribe here. Nextdoor, 875

Stevenson Street, Suite 700, San Francisco, CA 94103

:1

Nextdoor Massanutten Village <replyrs.emaiLnextdoor.com> Thu, Jul 25, 2019 at 6:36 PM

Reply-To: reply+GQZDKMZRGIYDMX3QOJXWI5LDORUW63S7KBHVGVC7GEYTQNBSGM4TGNl=reply. nextdoor.com
To: zenaida.hallgmaiLcom

I
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View all replles

Michael Handley, Massanutten Village

Town incorporation. I would vote yes!

© Thank Private message

Stephanie Wilkerson, Massanutten Village

I agree with town incorporation. I see way more

benefits than not.

Thank Private message

. Turn off notifications for this post

This message is intended for zenaida.hall@gmail.com. Unsubscribe here. Nextdoor, 875

Stevenson Street, Suite 700, San Francisco, CA 94103

lip

Nextdoor Massanutten Village <replyrs.email.nextdoor.com> Fri, Jul 26, 2019 at 9:38 AM

Reply-To: reply+GQZDKMZRGlYDMX3QOJXWl5LDORUW63$7KBHVGVC7GEYTQNBSGM4TGN I =@reply. nextdoor. corn

To: zenaida.haIIgmaiI.com
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Bill Heide, Massanutten Village

F7I•I.1iIi]

() Thank Private message

Mike Flook, Massanutten Village :

vote for Town incorporation alsoW! Carter as

Mayor!I

) Thank Private message

Turn off notifications for this post

This message is intended for zenaida.hall@gmail.com. Unsubscrihe here, Nextdoor, 875

Stevenson Street, Suite 700, San Francisco, CA 94103
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I1 Grnai .

Zenaida Hall <zenaida.hall©gmaiLcom>

Fw: Massanutten rezoning??
I message

Linda Hoover <linda.hoover43yahoo.com>
To: Zenaida Hall <zenaida.hall@gmail.com>

Sat, Jul 27, 2019 at 1:14 PM

Below are my emails to and from Mike Breeden with regard to the rezoning of the Springston track. Linda

(Ms.) Linda S. Hoover

540-289-5656 (Home)
540-421-0035 (Cell)
inda.hoover43yahoo.com

Forwarded Message -----

From: Michael Breeden <mhreeden@rockinghamcountyva.v>
To: Linda Hoover <linda.hoover43@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 2018, 11:57:51 AM EST

Subject: Re: Massanutten rezoning??

Linda there are 140 approved lots in the Kettle that are on hold until Traffic Impact Study complete

Mike

Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 17, 2018, at 8:23 PM, Linda Hoover <linda.hoover43yahoo.com> wrote:

Mike, I don't understand the 2nd requirement (traffic study prior to the remaining 140 lots that were already

approved). I didn't think there were any lots already approved in the Springston track. Are these 140 lots

that were already approved elsewhere on the mountain? (If yes, where?)

I knew in the end that the rezoning would be approved. I'm glad you were able to get some additional

concessions. Thanks for your efforts. Linda

(Ms.) Linda S. Hoover

540-289-5656 (Home)
540-421-0035 (Cell)
linda.hoover43@yahoo.com

From: Michael Breeden <mbreeden©rockiñghamCountyva.gov>
To: Linda Hoover <lindahoover43@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2018 4:48 PM

Subject: Re: Massanutten rezoning??

Linda, the land was rezoned with additional requirements. Turn off lanes built up front,

traffic study prior to the remaining 140 lots that were already approved. 20 year

moratorium on asking for further zoning on Springston track.

I notified several people on the mountain and ask them to send to others that the vote

was going to happen.
I worked very hard on finding the right answer. Without the three new conditions I would

have voted no. I hope I have not disappointed you
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Mike

Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 17, 2018, at 4:13 PM, Linda Hoover < nda.ho0ver43©yahoo.com> wrote:

Hi Mike,

There is a rumor going around out here that th rezoning was approved for Great Eastern at

the December Board of Supervisors meeting. lon't see it on the agenda for the 12/12/18

meeting unless it was handled under "Unfinished Business" and I didn't see it reported in the

DNR yesterday or today.

Was the rezoning approved? If so, what was the vote? Did you vote for the rezoning? The

rumor says it was approved with turn lanes. If the rezoning was approved, was there

anything required of Great Eastern to allay some of the concerns from Massanutten and

McGaheysville residents? Thanks for responding to these questions.

Linda

(Ms.) Linda S. Hoover

540-289-5656 (Home)
540-421-0035 (Cell)
Iinda.hoover43yahoo.com

6402326088.. 2/2
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1 message

GmaU - Fwd: Short Term Ideas

Zenaida Hall <zenaida.halIgmaiLcom>

Betty Newell <blnewell@verizon.net> Sat, Jul 27, 2019 at 6:56 PM

To: traas@comcastnet, zenaida.hall@gmail.com, jsIauriongmail.com, goughconsuItinglgmail.com, 4fergygmaiLcom,

blnewell@verizon.net

Another one!

Original Message----

From: John and Kimberly <aleknas@msn.com>
To: blnewefl@verizon.net <blnewell©verizonnet>; goughconsulting 1 @gmaiLcom <goughconsultingl @grnaiLcom>;
adminmassanuttenvillage.com <admin©massanuttenviHage.com>; blnewell©verizon.com <bIneweU@verizon.com>
Sent: Sat, Jul 27, 2019 6:17 pm

Subject: Short Term Ideas

Hello all,

I posted this on Nextdoor today after our meeting, and I wanted to be sure you see it to add to the ideas to be

submitted to our entire Board. These are things we can do right now to generate income and use as negotiating tactics

against GERM. Betty, I've sent this to you at verizomnet and verizon.com as I'm not sure which is correct.

As far as the tickets at the Stop sign, I've been told that these don't ever hold up in court because the Stop signs aren't

supposed to be on both sides of the road, and Carter, I think you said something about the height of them. Anyhow,
that's an easy fix to correct and make it to where the tickets-do hold up in court.

As far as the usage fee for Hopkins Park, the Arboretum, and the Overlook, if GERM doesn't go for that idea, close the

areas off to their guests and write trespassing tickets for violators.

As far as the gate attendants' salaries, if GERM doesn't go for that, simply order our attendants not to give any

directions to the visitors and quit being helpful.

I think if this information is given to GERM to negotiate with; we might see they're willing to pay more than they want to

avoid the negative publicity. If not, implement each idea now. It's not to be mean and hateful but to do what is needed

to make our community not only survive but thrive! Fight fire with fire one might say!

Betty and Jana, please give this to Stan, Jeff, Zenaida, and the other Task Force member who wasn't at the meetings.
Thank you all for your time and effort. My submitted reply post on Nextdoor follows:

I agree to utilize our PD and write those tickets starting at the Stop sign at the gatehouse! Also,

write the tickets for the speeding. Like you said and I have said, GERM doesn't want their guests

getting tickets. That brings bad publicity hence bad reviews hence gold star rating plummeting to

silver or bronze. Use the resources we have available right now to fight this battle. "Trim the fat" at

the PD but utilize our officers for OUR benefit. Asfar as stats, if I'm not mistaken, I think it was said

at last Saturday's Board Meeting that right now we have about $16000 that has come! will be

coming from those tickets already issued this year. We don't get the court costs but we get the

actual fine money. We're sitting on a gold mine if we just utilize it for MPOA and against GERM just

by enforcing the law. That is a short term solution we can use right now one GERM doesn't

want and can do nothing about if we are just enforcing the law. Perhaps that could be a major part
in negotiations. No one seems to be sure of the legality of charging tolls, etc.; however, a state

recognized police department can legally enforce the laws. Speeding and not stopping at Stop

signs are laws. I don't know how much the actual fines are, but it would definitely generate a large
amount of money to our association. Every day just look at how many GERM guests drive right
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past the Stop sign once they stop at the window and get their directions from the attendant we pay!
Another short term solution to negotiate make GERM pay the gate attendants' salaries!

Another short term solution is to charge user fees for GERM guests coming to our pond, or

arboretum, or overlook. It would be hard to enforce at the actual sites, but make GERM pay us a

user fee on every timeshare they manage or own both inside and outside the gate-lets say

maybe $15-20?? per week per timeshare. This fee could be added to the all timeshare owners

fees already and that amount given to us to use our amenities. They already charge activity fees

on top of the maintenance fees, so why shouldn't we get a feefor the use of our amenities too.

Again this fee needs to be on ALL the timeshares they own or represent because all these people
use our roads and our amenities whether they're inside the gate or not.

These are all things we can negotiate and implement RIGHT NOW that will cost us nothing but the

price of getting our attorney putting it in the contract. I think we will find that GERM will be more

willing to cooperate some if they see we're not gojng to just roll over and give them what they
want.

Next for the long term we need to seriously get in'iolved and get our community incorporated into a

town to stop these things from happening the next time, and the next time, and the next time.... A

huge amount of money would be generated for the town through meals taxes, business taxes,

transient taxes, as well as real estate and personal property taxes if needed. Not only this, large
sums of money would come from state and federal levels for our roads as well as some grants for

our PD. I think we can do this!

Thank you all,

Kimberly Alekr,as
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F1 3m] Zenaida Hall <zenaida.hallgmaiLcom>

Fwd: MPOA Cost Allocation and Assessment Fee Model

I message

Chris Colavito <chris.colavito@gmail.com> Sat, Jul 27, 2019 at 3:46 PM

To: zenaida.hallgmail.com, goughconsulingl gmail.com

Ladies,

As you requested below is my email to Carter transmitting my cost allocation and assessment fee model.

Also, below are my thoughts and questions to be included in your report to the MPOA board.

1. The board needs a written legal opinion from our current law firm regarding MPOA's legal standing in this mailer based

on all existing contracts and agreements.This includes an ophion on all significant legal issues such as whether Great

Eastern (GE) is required to pay assessments to MPOA for eabh of the timeshare units it represents and whether the legal

principle of estoppel applies to GE continuing to pay assessncents if the legal documents don't explicitly require it,

2. The board should assess whether current legal counsel ha any incentive to cover up past mistakes or deficiencies in

the contracts and agreements they or any of their attorneys may have been involved in drafting or because of past
association with the developer of Massanutten, whether it be,3E or its predecessor developers. If there is any concern

regarding current legal counsel's ability to objectively evaluate the contracts and agreements and render an objective and

independent opinion, the board should strongly consider changing law firms or getting a second legal opinion from a

completely independent law firm,

3. The board should ask legal counsel to evaluate the starding and role of the GE appointed member of the MPOA board

of directors. Is he/she a voting member of the board and if so, has the GE representative on the board ever raised

objections to or voted against approval of the annual MPOA budget and/or assessments and if not does that in effect

constitute approval by GE of assessing all time shares a fee and the amount? Was the issue of establishing reserves for

replacement/improvement of MPOA assets every raised by the GE board member?,

4. We need to find out from GE what they want. If we can settle this matter by GE agreeing to pay a lump sum on behalf

of their timeshare owners and a lump sum amount of a developer's contribution (see model attached) that may be the

most expedient and least expensive way to resolve this. However, MPOA must protect itself against future increases in

operating costs and expenses and replacement/improvement of MPOA assets without fair and reasonable contribution

from GE and the timeshare owners and

5. The board should consider access or user fee charges for all members of the public and/or GE timeshare occupants,

including those from Woodstone, Regal Vistas and any other'pew GE developments inside or outside the Massanutten

Village gate that are or would not be subject to annual MPOAassessments. Otherwise, GE and time share owners will

continue to get a free ride while GE makes money using MPOA roads and benefiting from police, maintenance and other

MPOA-provided services. It may make sense for MPOA to asert a legal right to assess such access or user fees in order

to establish the principle that users that don't pay an annual assessment must pay an access or use fee to bear their fair

share of costs. Sometimes the best defense is a good offense.

Regards,
Chris

Begin forwarded message:

From: Chris Colavito <chris.colavito©gmail.com>
Date: July 25, 2019 at 7:10:59 PM EDT

To: "G. Carter Miller" <cmiHermassanuttenvillagecorn>
Cc: Christopher Colavito <colavitoc@twthcom>, Christopher Colavito <chris.coIavitogmaiLcom>
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Subject: MPOA Cost Allocation and Assessment Fee Model

Carter,

I spent the whole afternoon updating the attached model to reflect your 2019 budget and playing what ifs

and came up with the attached that I think can be the construct of a successful negotiating position with

Great Eastern (GER). The bottom line, as shown on the model, is we ask GER for a lump sum from the

time shares they represent of $255,000 or $460 per unit (554 units) which is a 25% reduction from the

current $610 per unit and we ask GRE to keep their developer contribution at $85,000. This would result in

a required assessment of $710 per MPOA lot and the -175 Time Share units under contract which is a 16%

increase assuming you cannot cut costs and revenue rs stable from all amenities. This is much better than

the alternative of very little if any revenue.

This model assumes GER time share units only pay 10% of the police costs and 20% of the maintenance

costs which seems to me to be a very reasonable allocation that they would be hard pressed to argue with.

It also assumes that MPOA keeps all the amenities reienue and costs which they are not entitled to.

Please call me to discuss this as soon as you can on 703 980-7235.

Regards,
Chris

MPOA Cost Allocation and Assement Fee Model 7-1 5-1 9.xlsx

14K
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Zenaida Hall <zenaida.hallgmail.com>

Fwd: Task Force Meeting
I message

Betty Newell <blnewell@verizon.net>
To: zenaida.hallgmail.com

Another!

Original Message-----

From: sarapreschool <sarapreschoolaim.com>
To: blnewell <blnewell@verizon.net>; goughconsulting 1 <goughconsu!ting 1 gmaH.com>
Sent: Fri, Jul 26, 2019 9:27 pm

Subject: Task Force Meeting

BettyandJana -

Sat, Jul 27, 2019 at 3:44 PM

My name is Sara Barnett. I attended the task force meeting last night with my husband Brad.

First, I want to thank you and the others on this committee for your time and energies on both the

Board and this Task Force. Last night I learned a lot that I didn't know and I am grateful for those

of your who are digging through what must be mounds of paperwork to try and come up with the

best solutions for our community. I did not choose to speak last night because I wanted to be as

informed as possible before stating my opinions. With that said, here are some of my thoughts:

1. Police - It is my opinion that we should reduce our current expenses for our Massanutten

Police Department. There is some comfort to ha'ing a police presence on the mountain and I feel

it helps our property values to live in a secure community with active police presence. Do I feel

that police are needed 2417..no.

2. Guard Gate Attendants - I do not feel that this position is valuable to us property owners. As

nice as some of the attendants are, I think we could save quite a bit of money by dissolving this

position, or drastically cutting back on their hours.

3. Guard Gate Entrance Fee - There was talk last night of having a fee for visitors at the entrance

gate. I am strongly opposed to this for a variety of reasons. First, I think it would cause a lot of

traffic/confusion at the guard shack. Second, my family has a lot of visitors to our home that do not

live on the mountain. I think this toll would be very off-putting. Likewise, I think it would have a

negative impact on our property values. Who is going to monitor it? The guard gate attendants

(see point 2 above)?

4. Parking fees: I am not sure who owns the parking lots at Hopkins Park, the Over look, and

Stonewall Terrace Recreation Center. What if we had parking meters at these locations? Some

spots could be designated as "Parking by MPOA permit only" (car stickers) for residents. Or,
residents with MPOA stickers get free parking. This could generate revenue and, even if people
are not compliant in paying meters, they could be.ticketed and therefore still generate revenue.(our
police force could help us earn $). If not meters, cbuId we make our lots be a paid lots at peak
times (concerts/swim meets/labor day)?

5. Marketing our Amenities: The majority of the people who use our amenities are tourists. How

can we get more people from town to use our great activities? Are there any events we can create

that would draw people in? Can we have reduced "group rates" at Stonewall Terrace? If so, I
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know schools and youth groups and child care centers would be willing to have trips to the

mountain if the costs were more reasonable. AlsO included in this could be birthday parties! Face

painting station on busy days would be a hit! Do the staff working the amenities "sell" our

activities? (I think of the over-and-above service I see at Disney - what are we known for?). I have

brought my preschool here for a self-designed "nature scavenger hunt" in Hopkins Park. Could

we offer a "junior ranger" type program like the National Parks? These are all just ways of my

saying that we have a lot to offer, but does our own surrounding community know about it?

Thank you again for your commitment to our community!
Sara Barnett

246 Bobcat Lane
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r'i Zenaida Hall <zenaida.hallgmail.com>

Fwd: Private message: Speed Bumps and snow removal

I message

Betty Newell <blnewell@verizon.net> Sat, Jul 27, 2019 at 3:43 PM

To: zenaida.hallgmail.com

Zenaida,
Here is a letter from a resident for your summary. More tofollow.

Original Message----

From: Karen via Nextdoor <reply@rs.emaiLnextdoor.com>
To: blnewell <blnewell@verizon.net>
Sent: Sat, Jul 27, 2019 1:47 pm

Subject: Private message: Speed Bumps and snow removal

Speed Bumps and snow removal

Conversation between you and Karen Michaud, Massanutten Village

Karen Michaud, Massanutten Village

Betty, Ijust got some information from a resident of a mountain

community in Center Tuftenboro, New Hampshire. The area is very similar

to Massanutten. The resident encounters 7 speed bumps to get to his

home. They got 91' of snow last year and have no problems with snow

plowing over the speed bumps. The bumps have a wid angle specially
for this reason.

He was also a previous resident in a Nashua, New Hampshire community
that had 6 speed bumps to his home and again no problem with snow

plowing.

I think the MPOA board should not hastily discard this idea to reduce

speeding in the areas that are problems. More investigation is needed.

It doesn't save money in the short term but long term it. would cut down

the amount of hours that MPD spends trying to catch speeders, reduce

the hours spent in court for tickets written, and increase the safety for

everyone.

I hope this idea gets more thought and research.

Thanks for your help in the Task Force.

Karen

[vworrepIy]

You can also reply to this email or use Nextdoor for Phone or A/idroid

This message is intended for binewell@verizon.net,
Unsubscribe or adjust your email settings
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Fwd: Task Force Ideas
I message

Betty Newell <blnewell@verizon.net>
To: zenaida.haIlgmail.com

Zenaida,
You may already have a copy of this from the morning session.

Original Message-----

From: Linda Hoover <linda.hoover43@yahoo.com>
To: Betty Newell <blnewellQverizon.net>
Cc: Linda Hoover <linda.hoover43yahoo,com>
Sent: Thu, Jul25, 2019 6:09 pm

Subject: Task Force Ideas

Sat, Jul 27, 2019 at 3:55 PM

1)1 feel we are going to have to raise the annual maintenanc fee in the near term to get on a better financial footing with

reserves for future needs. It will be great if we can increase income from amenities and other sources, but that won't

happen overnight.

A) Special assessments are NOT the way to go--they would be much harder on younger families and older people
on fixed incomes to plan for.

B) To make it easier to pay an increased annual fee, we could let people pay monthly (if they want) at a slightly
higher cost. For example most auto insurance is due every 6 months, but you can pay it monthly if you want to

pay an extra $2/month for Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) or Recurring Credit Card (RCC) or an extra $5/month
for bill by mail or email (all with late charges and fees for payments returned by the bank).

2) MPOA is closing our rental program effective 12/31/19 and will cut the staff person who handled this program. Carter

says we can't compete with Great Eastern with their on-line booking, aggressive marketing, and packages they can offer

with golf, skiing, and waterpark. They also have a full-time IT person. Why can't we set up online booking? Perhaps we
could get help from a resident IT expert.

3) I'm discouraged with Carter's remark at the Special Board Meeting on July 20th that "I'll never do that again" speaking
about marketing our amenities locally. Marketing works. Maybe it was just not the right kind of marketing. We have

residents who are marketing experts.

4) We need to look at other income sources. Two good ideas came up at the July 20th meeting, I think--A) MPOA renting
camper storage spaces to residents and B) Amenities for smller children.

5) Maybe we should set up a Resource Board of residents w1ro could be called on as "experts" in their fields by the Board

when working on a particular problem. I think we have residents who would be willing to volunteer some time to work on

short-term projects. As an example, Bob Hess said at the mteting on July 20th that he had negotiated/worked on multi-

million dollar construction contracts. Maybe he has the expetise to look at the Reserve Study as a consultant to the

Board as they consider making adjustments to the figures in the study. We have lots of retired military officers, people in

law enforcement, IT people, real estate people, and lawyers to name just a few of the careers of our residents.

(Ms.) Linda S. Hoover

540-289-5656 (Home)
540-421-0035 (Cell)
linda. hoover43@yahoo.com

GmaiIFwd: Task Force Ideas

Zenaida Hall <zenaida.hallgmail.com>
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Fwd: MPOA
I message

Betty Newell <blnewell@verizon.net> Sat, Jul 27, 2019 at 3:59 PM

To: zenaida.hallgmail.com

Zenaida,
Michele was at the meeting this AM - don't know if she left a copy of her comments or not.

Original Message----

From: Sullivan, Michele Patrice <michele.sull van 1 @merckcom>
To: Betty Newell <blneweU@verizon.net>
Sent: Wed, Jul 24, 2019 12:50 pm

Subject: RE: MPOA

Betty,
Thank you, I saw the notification re the task force but no instructions as to how to offer one's participation. How would I

go about that? Hopefully the members are selected for both their passion and expertise on the subject at hand.

Thanks,
Michele

From: Betty Newell <blnewell@verizon.net>
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2019 12:46 PM

To: Sullivan, Michele Patrice <michele.sullivanl@merck.com>
Subject: Re: MPOA

EXTERNAL EMAIL - Use caution with any links or file attachments.

Michele,
Thank you for your very thoughtful comments. I will makesure they ARE included with our Task Force written

comments to the Board.

Original Message----

From: Sullivan, Michele Patrice <michele.sullivanl @merck.om>
To: blneweflQverizon.net <blnewell@verizon.net>
Sent: Wed, Jul 24, 2019 12:38 pm

Subject: MPOA

Betty,
I sent my concerns/questions to the officers & Carter last week. I assume that they were presented last week at the

Saturday meeting. If not here they are again;

I. What was decided at the closed door session meeting w/the atty?
2. Someone was throwing around costs of administration on Next Door, MPOA cost vs County costs (police,

water, maintenance etc) Were those comparisons accurate?

3. Road maintenance: GERM doesn't wasn't to pay for the MPOA roads. Other than a no trespassing sign

(ineffective at best) at the entrance how do we keep their guests out of our neighborhoods. They are on

vacation and are there to see all of Massanutten, the animals, the homes, the recreational facilities, open

houses, what's for sale, etc. They are on my street all the time. Do we play nasty and set up a gate at every

neighborhood (I know impossible, but worth asking)? When the snow falls, do I only help homeowners and

charge GERM guests for pulling them out of a ditch bc they don't know how to drive in the snow?

4. MPOA Police: I think that is an asset to all who live/visitiwork at the mountain. If we are going train LEOs they
need to have a time commitment from them. A preset employment commitment from them or they repay the

costs of training. The entry gate is really only for the ones that follow the rules; use the owners side and you are

never questioned, sticker or not. While it may be a deterrent, I question it's effectiveness.

5. You had mentioned the possibility of us becoming a riunicipality at some point? Is that really feasible and what

might that cost?
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Regards,

Michele

Gmail - Fwd: MPOA

Michele Patrice Sullivan

Employee Qualification Expert

Building 5, Antibiotic Filling
540.878.0472

r ffljfl
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Notice: This e-mail message, together with any attachments, contains

information of Merck & Co., Inc. (2000 Galloping Hill Road, Kenilworth,

New Jersey, USA 07033), and/or its affiliates Direct contact information

for affiliates is available at

http://www.merck.com/contact/contacts. html) that may be confidential,

proprietary copyrighted and/or legally privileged. It is intended solely
for the use of the individual or entity named on this message. If you are

not the intended recipient, and have received this message in error,

please notify us immediately by reply e-mail and then delete it from

your system.
Notice: This e-mail message, together with any attachmenfs, contains

information of Merck & Co., Inc. (2000 Galloping Hill Road, enilworth,

New Jersey, USA 07033), and/or its affiliates Direct contact,Enformation
for affiliates is available at

http://www.rnerck.com/contact/contacts. html) that may be confidential,

proprietary copyrighted and/or legally privileged. It is intendd solely
for the use of the individual or entity named on this message. If you are

not the intended recipient, and have received this message in error,

please notify us immediately by reply e-mail and then delete it from

your system.
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6. Carter MUter

From: Helen Mays-Hensley <helenmaze19gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July21, 2019 1:30 PM

To: G. Carter Miller

Subject: documents

Mr. Miller,

I am writing in regards to the documents that you said at the meeting are available for the residents to read, I

would like to obtain all of those documents ifyou would send them to me. I also have some ideas and thoughts
on our current situation with Great Eastern. I am new to this area and do not know any of the residents so I do

not know any infoimation on how to contact the task force that was brought together at the meeting to express

my ideas and thoughts. I do not want to put my concerns on the Nextdoor app because, in my opinion the

people that speak on there are the ones making things worse instead of helping. The board provided us a chance

to speak our concerns at the meeting and provided us with a task force to give our concerns, thoughts, and ideas

to, None of the people that are speaking out on the app ever stood up and spoke or even attended the meeting,
therefore I believe it does not give them the right to publicly on an app give their opinion. I apologize for the

rant, but that app is to make everyone aware of things in our area not turn it into a drama like the Jetty Springer
show. I downloaded the app for useful information not for negative drama. I know that this is America and

everyone has the right to speak, but I also believe there is a time and place for that. I am no longer on Facebook

anymore due to the unnecessary drama so unfortunately I will no longer use the Nextdoor app for the same

reason. Is there another way to obtain helpful useful information other than the app? Thank you very much for

your time.

Sincerely,

Helen Mays..Hensley


